no app without internet

all based on previous

from unconscious to conscious

ideas pop

like mosquitoes

kills focus
many ideas
receiving info part

conscious brain

focus part

organize ideas

short term memory

where you get stuff done

store ideas here
unconscious part

why creatives need it

by writing them down

half-assed
not enough time
stressed

make sure you spend time well
Time Management

what you will do
what you won't do

_________ 1 no = don't do it __________
chance of succeding?
work with complete passion?

me

productivity is not time spend

believe in it?

martin kippenberger

good artists have less time than ideas

fits your hashtag?

checklist before you start

would you use it yourself?

prioritize 3

list of priorities

time to commit?

elon musk

getting to a tree is hard

ideas are seeds

quotes

rest = todon't list

can I do it myself?

resources to hire?

todo's
pruning

is there a market?

and whom?

projects

is it fun?

the todon't list

hard
choosing higher level
important

test by sharing

sketch idea

max = 3

to do list

show friends
todon't app

done list

use thick marker
sketch

to stop you detailing

ios

visualize

app
android

clearifies
circle

auto clears item > 3 months

to don't list

ok to give up

nothing happens

sketch o

get in don't tell destination

ash which one identifies with

what it should be
what it should not be

make two

taxi experiment

vague assignments

pinterest

projects

moodboards

let client choose

get there
give exact destination

get there

make a plan

choose direction, set a goal

goal too wide
no focus

results too late
linear fails

to test

goal too narrow
_________^_^_________

goals

too much focus

draw
3 minute

discuss

balance

work in 3-3-3 cicles

______^_______^______

focus & opportunities

prototype
3 hours

discuss

we regret the NOT tried
age is no barrier

what heart wants

build
3 days

discuss

no soul jobs

don't follow the money

what goals?

lots of 3min rounds
start with obvious ones

funnel ideas

make 'like to do' list
cancel these:

know what you want

review list

..could also earn money

until something good

the best

pick 3

= easier to launch product

leave out extras

most basic version

draw circle
in circle
hobby

minimal viable product?

all things good at
constrictions mean creativity
only yellow...

best/worst at

reasonably good at's

set a limit

little bad at's
strike out

kill your darlings

create a routine
choose your workplace

use for good

draw 3 overlapping circles

life

no snoozing

why?

3 words out

3 good things

focus

see bad things as quality

sleep

10min

3 words in
until

less = better

concentration

outside circle

all things bad at

write down

20000 words

traits
...

circle of competence

give yourself rules

with only these parts...

fixed way of working

no new experiences

ask place with daily and dancing

^___________________^

research?

drive aimlessly

conversation starter

square

napping better

love to do in each circle
check overlaps

reveal who you could be

middle = you
redo with strengths
compare loves + strengths

talk
phone

who you want to be

hirarcy of conversations

messages

set end goal

email

what you'd love to do

where are you now?

snail mail
currently
talk > phone

joy of missing out

make life plan

no wifi
no camera
social media
think to make wgas comment
leave platform

blessings

write current column
write strategy column
show 'want to do's' on site

summarize what you do

work

high priority
ignore

what # would you like
unique
for you

3 word hashtag

email

1 hi

Summary by DavidBakker.nl

2 what you're sending

yes/no answer = clear

hide the just for income jobs

action = reaction

forwarded without comments

3 love to do's

start with goals

if 99% posts are wgas...

3 need to know detail

goals

make plan

who gives a shit test
send less stuff

strategy

landscape paper columns

list all discribing words

create your menu
not test

5 scentence email

or studio

place word NOT in front of every word
no?
would competitor say the NOT...

4 call to action
5 bye

list of skills and projects

menu making

find audience
topics

prepare

place skills and projects on menu
have to have idea of what you're
going to do, but it has to be vague

play obscure music
make it personal

use their terms, names

meetings

office hacks

video calls

good ideas: that could work

create boundaries

people's reactions to ideas

great ideas: that'll never work
aaron levie

show understanding
clearify

picasso
bad ideas: that'll never work

communication channels
hours

check if they fit with #

rewrite theirs

briefings

quotes

ask for budget
faster

good

singletasking

better

make good art

create a workflow
create a file structure

artists work best alone. work alone

digital tools

on time
nice
2/3 = fine

automate where possible
great teamwork

1+1=3

meaningless teamwork

1+1=2

one person does all the work teamwork

1+1=1

nothing happens teamwork

1+1=0

disasterous teamwork

do teamwork

don't teamwork

the right people

1+1=-1

just sitting in one room teamwork

working
together

1+1=1+1
skills

mindset

complementing eachother

doesn't work
looking for solution
less creative

brainstorming

back of the mind
give it time

can i do work for you?

do it alone

usually mean

lots of people
your place

coffee dates

make it a lunch meeting
lots of people at the same time
schedule at event

alternatives

woz

too general

new experience

